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Abstract: The effect of mountainous regions with high elevation on hourly timescale rainfall presents
great difficulties in flood forecasting and warning in mountainous areas. In this study, the hourly
rainfall–elevation relationship of the regional scale is investigated using the hourly rainfall fields
of three storm events simulated by Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. From this
relationship, a parameterized model that can estimate the spatial rainfall field in real time using the
hourly rainfall observation data of the ground observation network is proposed. The parameters of
the proposed model are estimated using eight representative pixel pairs in valleys and mountains.
The proposed model was applied to the Namgang Dam watershed, a representative mountainous
region in the Korea, and it was found that as elevation increased in eight selected pixel pairs, rainfall
intensity also increased. The increase in rainfall due to the mountain effect was clearly observed
with more rainfall in high mountainous areas, and the rainfall distribution was more realistically
represented using an algorithm that tracked elevation along the terrain. The proposed model was
validated using leave-one-out cross-validation with seven rainfall observation sites in mountainous
areas, and it demonstrated clear advantages in estimating a spatial rainfall field that reflects the
mountain effect. These results are expected to be helpful for flood forecasting and warning, which
need to be calculated quickly, in mountainous areas. Considering the importance of orographic
effects on rainfall spatial distribution in mountainous areas, more storm events and physical analysis
of environmental factors (wind direction, thermal cycles, and mountain slope angle) should be
continuously studied.

Keywords: elevation; orographic rainfall; real-time; WRF

1. Introduction

The complex topography of the Korea, with many mountainous areas, has a significant
impact on the spatial pattern of rainfall. Previous studies have highlighted the importance
of orographic effects on the spatial distribution of rainfall in mountainous areas [1–8]. The
mountain effect, also known as the orographic effect, may cause rainfall intensification,
acting as a precursor of convective storm formation [9,10]. It is expected that climate change
caused by global warming will intensify the spatio-temporal variability of rainfall and
extreme phenomena [11], and this mountain effect can be strengthened. However, most
previous studies have focused on rainfall over longer timescales, such as daily, monthly,
and yearly timescales. The effect of mountains on the spatial distribution of rainfall is more
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pronounced in the long timescale, while the relationship between rainfall and elevation
becomes more complex in the short timescale [12]. Nonetheless, for the flood forecasting
and warning, the influence of elevation at these shorter timescales is critical, especially in
mountainous areas with a limited number of ground rainfall observation sites. External
drift kriging and co-kriging methods using the statistical relationship between ground
observed rainfall data and elevation have been used to obtain the rainfall field in the void
space of the ground observation network [13–15]. However, on a short timescale, there are
often cases where rainfall occurs only in some areas, and it is often impractical to estimate
an appropriate variogram in real time, making it difficult to apply models based on kriging.

The scarcity of studies investigating the relationship between rainfall and elevation
on short timescales can be attributed to the limited spatial density of ground observation
networks in mountainous areas. Typically, the maximum spatial scale for investigating the
rainfall–elevation relationship at the hourly timescale is considered to be the meso-γ-scale,
which is approximately around 5 km. [16,17]. However, in most regions, including the
Korea, it is challenging to find ground observation networks with such high spatial density.
Consequently, the current ground rainfall observation network may underestimate or
overestimate the spatial rainfall of the watershed, leading to distortions not only in the
estimation of flood volume but also in the assessment of the watershed’s hydrologic cycle.

Over the last 30 years, there has been a significant improvement in the quality of
rainfall simulations produced by numerical weather forecasting models at global, regional,
and local scales. For example, Ohara et al. [18] successfully reconstructed past typhoon
precipitation using MM5 (Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model) [19],
while Wu et al. [20] simulated typhoon rainfall using various weather prediction numerical
models such as the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model, HWRF (Hurricane
Weather Research and Forecasting) model, MM5, and CReSS (Cloud Resolving Storm
Simulator) and identified the optimal combination of these ensembles. Karki et al. [21]
used WRF to simulate extreme heavy rain events in Nepal and evaluated the location and
intensity of rainfall events through sensitivity analysis of the physical options in WRF.
Similarly, Patel et al. [22] utilized WRF to predict extreme flooding in western coastal
cities of India, and Caumont et al. [23] simulated extreme storm events in France using a
weather prediction numerical model. While numerical weather forecasting models excel
in consistently simulating the dynamics of the atmosphere and addressing orographic
precipitation generation mechanisms more accurately [9], their long computing time makes
them unsuitable for forecasting and warning purposes.

This study aims to estimate a real-time rainfall field in the Namgang Dam watershed
by using rainfall data observed at ground observation sites. The purpose is to improve
the reliability of flood estimation for flood forecasting and warning in the mountainous
region. The focus of the research is on extreme rainfall and its spatio-temporal distribution,
with a perspective on hydrology and disaster prevention. This approach may differ from
research that takes into account various weather factors such as atmospheric pressure and
wind speed.

The research schematic diagram depicted in Figure 1 illustrates the methodology used
in this study. The rainfall time series from 2001 to 2020 in the target area were analyzed,
and storm events were selected and simulated using the WRF model. The spatial rain-
fall field is reconstructed from the WRF simulation results through bias correction using
ground observation data. The INCA (Integrated Nowcasting through Comprehensive
Analysis) algorithm, developed by ZAMG (Austrian Central Institute for Meteorology
and Geodynamics), is applied to quantify the relationship between rainfall and elevation
in the Namgang Dam watershed using the reconstructed rainfall field and ground ob-
servation data. Additionally, a rainfall field estimation model, which is associated with
elevation, is proposed based on this relationship. Finally, the practical applicability of
the proposed model is assessed using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) for seven
ground observation sites in the mountainous region of the Namgang Dam watershed.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Target Area and Storm Events

The Namgang Dam watershed is a representative mountainous region in the Korea,
with a highest elevation of 1853 m and a lowest elevation of 35 m based on a digital
elevation model with a spatial resolution of 90 m. For this study, the target area shown in
Figure 2 was selected, which includes 55 ground rainfall observation sites. The elevation of
the lowest operating site is 4.5 m, while the highest site has an elevation of 1087.9 m.
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Storm events that occurred in 2003, 2007, and 2020 were selected for WRF modeling.
The storm event that occurred in 2003 was associated with Typhoon Maemi, which recorded
the highest accumulated rainfall (about 250 mm) in the Namgang Dam watershed among
typhoons that have affected the Korea in the past 30 years. The storm event that occurred
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in 2007 was selected from among the storm events that showed an abnormally large runoff
rate in Namgang Dam watershed. This storm event was also related to Typhoon Nari, and
the official record of the inflow of flooding from Namgang Dam showed a runoff rate of
1.02 at this time. The storm events that occurred in 2020 were chosen as relatively recent
extreme storm events. This storm event showed a pattern of torrential rainfall that was not
related to a typhoon, and it is a storm event that occurred during an unprecedentedly long
rainy season.

2.2. WRF

WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) is a community weather forecasting numeri-
cal model developed in cooperation with more than 150 organizations around the world,
centered on the US National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). As of 10 May 2021,
version 4.3 is provided, and this version was used in this study.

To simulate rainfall using WRF, it is necessary to explore the scheme of physics options
suitable for the target area and storm event [22]. Among the physical options generally used
in WRF, MP (microphysics), CU (cumulus parameterization), and PL (planetary boundary
layer) are known as major physical options that affect rainfall [24,25]. In addition to these
physical options, RA_L (longwave radiation) and RA_S (shortwave radiation) have been
added to the latest version of WRF. In this study, the selected storm events were reproduced
by numerical experiments with various combinations of schemes available in the five
physics options. Various experiments were performed, consisting of the seven different
MP (Goddard 4-ice, Ferrier Eta, Stony-Brook University, Thompson, WRF Double Moment
6-class, WRF Single-Moment 5-class, and WRF Single-Moment 6-class scheme), four CP
(Betts–Miller–Janjic, Kain–Fritsch, New Tiedtke, and Tiedtke scheme), two different PL
(Mellor–Yamada–Janjic, Yonsei University scheme), two different RA_L (RRTM, RRTMG
scheme), and two different RA_S (Dudhia, RRTMG scheme) schemes.

The spatial domain driving the WRF consists of three-level domains. The final domain
was configured with a spatial resolution of 3 km (see Figure 3). However, the simulated
rainfall fields were analyzed by limiting them to the area corresponding to Figure 2 inside
the domain D-3.
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Even if a storm event is reconstructed using the combination of physics options–
scheme that is most appropriate for each storm event, the observed rainfall from ground
observation networks cannot be fully reproduced. In this study, conditional merging
(CM) [26] was used to perform bias correction for the simulated rainfall field through the
following procedure:

(1) Obtain the rainfall field Rs(x) simulated by WRF.
(2) Generate the interpolated spatial rainfall field Rko(x) using co-kriging from ground

observation network data.
(3) Generate the rainfall field Rks(x) interpolated by co-kriging by extracting data of

pixels where the ground observation network is located from Rs(x).
(4) Calculate the difference of the simulated and observed rainfall fields as ∆Rs(x) =

Rs(x)− Rks(x).
(5) Obtain the bias-corrected rainfall field Rcs(x) = Rko(x) + ∆Rs(x), where Rcs(x)

represents the bias-corrected rainfall field, Rko(x) represents the interplated spatial rain-
fall field.

2.3. Estimation Model of Rainfall Field Associated with Elevation

The algorithm introduced in this study has been successfully applied to the Aus-
trian INCA nowcasting system [27,28], and relatively recently applied to account for the
mountain effect of rainfall near Beijing, China [29]. The rainfall field estimation algorithm
considering the elevation effect on rainfall is designed depending on the magnitude of the
rainfall intensity. The equation of the proposed algorithm is as follows.

Pm =

{
Pv(a − b·Pv) , f or Pv ≤ Pc

Pv + (a − 1 − b·Pc)Pc, f or Pv > Pc
(1)

where Pm and Pv are mountain and valley rainfall, respectively, and Pc = (a − 1)/(2b).
Parameters a and b were estimated to minimize the difference between observed Pm (simu-
lated by the WRF in this study) and the calculated Pm using Equation (1).

To extend the relationship in the mountain–valley station pair to the rainfall field,
we first construct the station-based terrain Zst(i, j) interpolated with the inverse distance
weighting method (IDW) using the elevation of the pixel where the station is located.
Here, (i, j) denotes a pixel position, i denotes a longitude direction, and j denotes a latitude
direction. Then, using the relationship between valley and mountain rainfall in Equation (1),
the relative rainfall increment field is calculated as follows.

G(i, j) =
Pm(i, j)− Pv(i, j)

zr
(2)

where Pv is a rainfall field that interpolates rainfall data of a pixel with an observation
site using IDW, and Pm can be calculated by applying the parameters a, Pc, and Pv to
Equation (1). The zr is the average elevation difference of mountain–valley pixels used to
construct the relationship of Equation (1) (zr = 528 m in this study). That is, G is the rainfall
increment per unit meter of mountain.

Therefore, the geographic rainfall increases due to the elevation effect ∆P can be
obtained as follows.

∆P(i, j) = G(i, j)·[ẐH(i, j)− ZST(i, j)] (3)

where ẐH conceptually represents the actual elevation, but because the reduction in the
mountain effect at a high elevation above a certain level should be reflected, the adjusted
elevation is applied as follows.

ẐH =

{
ZMAX − ∆Z·exp

[
− ZH−ZMAX+∆Z

∆Z

]
, f or ZH > ZMAX − ∆Z

ZH , f or ZH ≤ ZMAX − ∆Z
(4)

where ZH is the actual elevation, and Zmax and ∆Z are 1500 m and 250 m, respectively.
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Finally, the hourly rainfall field PE considering the mountain effect is composed as
follows.

PE(i, j) = Pv(i, j) + ∆P(i, j), for ∆P(i, j) > 0 (5)

In this case, PE(i, j) = Pv(i, j) is applied to a pixel with ∆P(i, j) ≤ 0.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. WRF Simulation Results

In order to run WRF, initial and boundary conditions are necessary, and these have a
significant impact on the simulated results of WRF. For initial and boundary condition data,
the following data are commonly used: (1) National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) Final Operation Model Global Tropospheric Analyses (hereinafter referred to
as NCEP-FNL); (2) NCEP’s GDAS/FNL 0.25 Degree Global Tropospheric Analyses and
Forecast Grids (hereinafter NCEP-GDAS/FNL); (3) ERA-Interim Project (hereinafter ERA-
Interim) of the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF); and
(4) ERA 5 Reanalysis of ECMWF (ERA5). Among them, ERA5, which provides information
at 1 h intervals and a resolution of 0.25◦, has been judged to be particularly useful due to its
high resolution and accuracy. It also showed the best agreement when compared with the
ASOS (Automated Synoptic Observing System) and AWS (Automatic Weather System) data
of the Korea Meteorological Administration. Therefore, in this study, initial and boundary
condition data were constructed based on ERA5. However, the initial and boundary
conditions generated with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ are difficult to reconstruct the detailed
spatial distribution expressing the extreme values, so the initial and boundary conditions
were improved using additional data. In this study, the initial and boundary condition
data were improved by additionally inputting NCEP ADP Global Surface Observational
Weather Data, which is the surface and sea level observation data constructed in NCEP
ADP Global Upper Air Observational Weather Data and the Global Telecommunications
System (GTS), which includes various terrestrial and satellite observation systems operated
by NCEP.

Numerical experiments were performed by configuring various combinations for each
storm event to select the optimal combination of physics options–scheme. The number of
combinations mentioned in Section 2.2 is a total of 224, and it is not practically appropriate
to conduct numerical experiments for all of them to reconstruct a single storm event.
Therefore, referring to the existing literature conducted on the Korean region (e.g., [30–34]),
numerical experiments were performed by configuring as few as 15 combinations and
as many as 37 combinations for each storm event. Table 1 shows the optimal physics
option–scheme combination corresponding to each storm event.

Table 1. Optimal scheme combination for each storm event.

Storm Event Event 2003 Event 2007 Event 2020

MP WRF Single-Moment
6-class

WRF Single-Moment
6-class Thompson scheme

CU New Tiedtke scheme New Tiedtke scheme Tiedtke scheme

PB Mellor–Yamada–Janjic
scheme

Yonsei University
scheme

Yonsei University
scheme

RA_L RRTMG scheme RRTMG scheme RRTMG scheme

RA_S RRTMG scheme RRTMG scheme RRTMG scheme

In order to examine the spatial reproducibility of the simulated storm event, Figure 4
shows the rainfall field which was interpolated by the co-kriging method of the accumulated
rainfall observed from the ground observation network (obs in Figure 4), the simulated
accumulated rainfall from the WRF (WRF in Figure 4), and the cumulative rainfall field
which was bias-corrected for each hour of the WRF rainfall field using CM (CM in Figure 4).
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WRF simulated a lot of rainfall in the middle of Jirisan Mountain (southwest of Namgang
Dam watershed) for all three storm events, and it can be confirmed that this is similar to the
spatial distribution of the observed rainfall field. Although there is a difference between
the cumulative rainfall of WRF and the observed cumulative rainfall, it can be found that
this difference is removed by performing bias correction using CM.
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Figure 5 shows the temporal distribution of spatially averaged rainfall for each storm
event. While WRF rainfall reconstructs the temporal distribution of the observed rainfall
well for Events 2003 and 2007, it does not reconstruct this for Event 2020. Nevertheless,
performing bias correction using CM enables the temporal distribution of rainfall to also
closely match the observed distribution. For reference, the total cumulative rainfall of the
reanalysis data and satellite data for Event 2020 was reviewed, and it was confirmed that
there is a difference in the point where the peak occurred, and that the amount of rainfall is
also underestimated (Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material).
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3.2. Results from the Elevation-Associated Rainfall Field Estimation Model

The data used to estimate the parameters of the proposed model are the rainfall fields
of the WRF corresponding to the three storm events, which were bias-corrected by CM. The
spatial resolution of the final domain of the WRF applied in this study is 3 km, resulting in
a rainfall field consisting of pixels with 30 rows and 25 columns. The temporal resolution
of the rainfall field is 1 h, and the total simulated time for the three storm events is 420 h.

Table 2 provides information of eight representative pixel pairs located in valleys
and mountains, respectively. Representative pixel pairs were selected based on pixels
with actual ground observation sites. The top pixel represents the mountain, while the
bottom pixel represents the valley. Table 2 shows the inclination direction, horizontal
distance difference, and vertical height difference in the WRF pixel system in addition to
the observation site name. To examine the relationship between rainfall and elevation,
it is crucial to select pixel pairs that represent the same aspect. The horizontal distance
difference (∆x) between the paired valley and mountain pixels was limited to within about
5 km, and the vertical elevation difference (∆z) was limited to between 450 m and 750 m.

Table 2. Topographic characteristics of pixel pairs.

No. Pixel
(Row, Column) Station ID Aspect ∆x (km) ∆z (m)

1 (18, 9)
(17, 8) KW 20184190 NW 4.2 689

2 (20, 4)
(19, 4) KW 20184210 N 3.0 458

3 (19,10)
(20,11) KW 20184260 SE 4.2 518

4 (19, 6)
(18, 7)

MOE 20184150
NE 4.2 507

5 (7, 9)
(8, 8) AWS 914 SW 4.2 491

6 (21, 4)
(22, 5) AWS 945 NE 4.2 483

7 (21, 4)
(22, 5) AWS 791 SE 4.2 533

8 (22, 8)
(23, 7) AWS 906 SW 4.2 545

The increase in rainfall due to the mountain effect was analyzed for eight selected pixel
pairs in valleys and mountains. The accumulated total rainfall in hourly timescale rainfall
data is generally higher for mountain pixels than for valley pixels (Table 3). The difference in
average rainfall intensity between mountain and valley pixels is 0.317–1.08 mm/h. When
comparing the results of previous studies [29], this small difference may be attributed
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to the uncertainty of simulated precipitation by WRF. However, it is not appropriate to
characterize this difference as being due to model uncertainty because the rainfall intensity
at the mountain pixels is consistently greater than the rainfall intensity at the corresponding
valley pixels. In Table 3, EF (Enhancement Factor) is defined as the relative ratio of average
rainfall intensity between mountain and valley pixels depending on the change in terrain
elevation. EF ranges from 1.14 to 1.41 for eight mountain-valley pixel pairs, all greater than
1.0. This means that rainfall intensity increases with increasing elevation.

Table 3. Characteristics of rainfall between each pixel pair located at mountain and valley, includ-
ing mean rainfall intensity and ratio of the mountain to valley rainfall totals (EF) during three
storm events.

Pixel No.
Mean Rainfall Intensity (mm/h)

EF
Mountain Valley

1 3.6964 2.6149 1.4136
2 3.4747 3.0365 1.1443
3 4.1159 3.4185 1.2040
4 3.1409 2.7669 1.1352
5 2.5449 2.1138 1.2039
6 2.5439 2.2268 1.1424
7 3.6970 3.1600 1.1699
8 3.2974 2.6467 1.2458

The above analysis suggests that rainfall in the Namgang Dam watershed is influenced
by the mountains. However, it is still difficult to model the rainfall–elevation relationship on
the hourly timescale due to its complex variability. Figure 6 shows an example of a scatter
plot of rainfall intensity in valleys and mountains using data from the first representative
pixel pair. On the hourly timescale, the distribution of rainfall intensity is widely scattered.
The figure suggests a weak linear relationship with a slope of about 1.24 (constant factor
in Figure 6) for valley rainfall intensity up to about 50 mm/h. However, applying this
relationship to all rainfall intensities overestimates the rainfall intensities of mountain
pixels. Using a linear relationship, the total rainfall at the mountain pixel would be well
reproducible, but conversely, it would underestimate the mountain effect for many rainfall
intensities below about 10 mm/h at the valley pixel. For reference, WREPN in Figure 6 is
an abbreviation of WRF Rainfall–Elevation Parameterized Nowcasting, and this represents
the relationship between rainfall and elevation by the model proposed in this study.
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The parameters of the proposed model were estimated using the data of eight pixel
pairs in Table 2. For parameter estimation, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algo-
rithm, which can estimate the posterior distribution, was applied. As sampling algorithms,
Metropolis–Hastings, Gibbs Sampling, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, and No-U-Turn Sampler
are widely used. In this study, the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [35–38] was used, which
is relatively simple and easy to apply and has a low computational cost compared to other
algorithms in some cases. First, the values of the parameters estimated from the rainfall
fields of two different storm events are presented in Table 4. It can be found that the
difference in the values of the estimated parameters in each data set is not large. Finally, the
rainfall fields of all three storm events were used to determine the values of the parameters
(last column in Table 4). Sensitivity analysis for the parameters was not performed in this
study and will be reviewed in a future study.

Table 4. Estimated optimum parameter values for storm events.

Event 2003 and 2007 2007 and 2020 2020 and 2003 All Events

a (-) 1.62 1.65 1.55 1.65
Pc (mm/h) 5.85 6.44 5.77 6.70

The rainfall fields considering the elevation effect were obtained from the proposed
model using rainfall data in pixels with observation sites in the Namgang Dam watershed.
Figure 7 shows the cumulative rainfall field simulated by WRF-CM for each storm event
(left panel, WRF-CM), the cumulative rainfall field interpolated with IDW using rainfall
data from pixels with observed sites (middle panel, IDW), and the cumulative rainfall
field by the proposed model (right panel, WREPN), respectively. Figure 7 shows that the
proposed model can be usefully applied to realize the spatial distribution of precipitation in
mountainous areas. Comparison of IDW (Figure 7b,e,h) and WREPN (Figure 7c,f,i) in the
region with high-elevation pixels and the region with low-elevation pixels reveals that the
two rainfall fields are mostly similar in the low-elevation region. However, it can be said
that the proposed model explains the rainfall fields better, as the rainfall field by WREPN in
the high-elevation region is more similar to that of WRF-CM (Figure 7a,d,g). The increase
in rainfall due to the mountain effect is evident with more rainfall in high mountains. In
addition, rainfall distributions appear more realistic using an elevation-reflected algorithm
that tracks along the terrain. In the low-lying area, there is little influence of elevation, so it
is difficult to find the characteristics of the rainfall distribution. In fact, the Namgang Dam
watershed has a relatively high density of rainfall observation networks compared to other
areas in the Korea. The proposed model will play a more important role in representing the
mountainous effect of rainfall in regions with low network density.

3.3. Validation

For validation of the proposed model, seven storm events that occurred in the past
in the Namgang Dam watershed were used. The seven historical storm events used are
summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Key specifications of storm events used for validation of the proposed model.

Event The Time the Storm Event Occurred Duration (h) Rainfall Depth (mm)

1 1 August 2014 22:00 76 252
2 11 July 2015 14:00 49 172
3 27 August 2012 20:00 27 125
4 29 June 2018 21:00 103 156
5 21 August 2013 19:00 80 140
6 23 August 2018 01:00 39 102
7 19 August 2017 13:00 86 92
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Figure 7. Cumulative rainfall field by storm event according to spatial rainfall field estimation
method. (a) WRF-CM result for Event 2003, (b) IDW result for Event 2003, (c) WREPN result for
Event 2003, (d) WRF-CM result for Event 2007, (e) IDW result for Event 2007, (f) WREPN result for
Event 2007, (g) WRF-CM result for Event 2020, (h) IDW result for Event 2020, (i) WREPN result for
Event 2020.

The validation method was performed using the concept of leave-one-out cross-
validation (LOOCV) as follows.

(1) Excluding 1 site out of 55 sites.
(2) Calculate rainfall fields from IDW using data from sites other than the excluded site.
(2-1) Compare rainfall data observed at the excluded site with rainfall data interpolated

from IDW at that site location.
(3) Calculate rainfall fields from the proposed model using data from sites other than

the excluded site.
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(3-1) Compare rainfall data observed at the excluded site with rainfall data simulated
from WREPN at that site location.

(4) Repeatedly changing the excluded site.
Table 6 shows information about the sites selected for validation. The validation sites

were selected from among the top 10 sites among the 55 sites applied in this study. Three of
these ten sites were not suitable for performing validation due to intermittent missing data.
The elevations of the selected sites ranged from 515 m to 1018 m.

Table 6. Specifications of sites in mountainous areas selected for validation of the proposed model.

No. Site ID Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Elevation (m)

7 KW20184210 127.5461 35.3469 630
10 KW20184240 127.7239 35.2842 660
12 KW20184260 127.7864 35.3147 640
26 MOE20184150 127.6419 35.3597 568
43 AWS315 127.5108 35.3067 1088
44 AWS872 127.7564 35.3192 869
54 AWS856 127.5982 35.1018 515

As performance indicators for validation, Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE, [39]) and
percent mean difference (PMD) were used. NSE is a representative performance index
that evaluates the prediction performance of hydrologic models and is calculated as in the
following Equation (6), and the closer it is to 1, the better the performance.

NSE = 1 − ∑T
t=1(Po(t)− Ps(t))

2

∑T
t=1 (Po(t)−

−
Po)

2 (6)

where
−
Po is the mean of observed rainfall data, and Ps is simulated rainfall data. Po(t) is

observed rainfall data at time t.
PMD is an index that evaluates the prediction performance of the total rainfall for each

event at each site. It is calculated as Equation (7) below, and
−
Ps is the mean of simulated

rainfall data. The closer it is to 0, the better the performance, and negative numbers indicate
underestimation and positive numbers indicate overestimation.

PMD =

−
Ps −

−
Po

−
Po

× 100 (7)

Figure 8 shows a box plot of performance index results for seven sites for each storm
event. Although there are differences in the performance index for each storm event,
the results show that WREPN performs relatively better than IDW. Based on the median
value of NSE, WREPN predicts rainfall more accurately than IDW for all storm events at
ungauged pixels. Both IDW and WREPN have a tendency to underestimate rainfall in
mountainous areas (see PMD box plot in Figure 8). However, the data indicate that WREPN
has the advantage of reducing this tendency of underestimation.
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Figure 8. Performance index results for seven sites for each storm event through LOOCV analysis.

Figure 9 shows a box plot of performance index results for seven storm events for
each site. Although there are differences in the performance index for each site, it can be
seen that WREPN performs relatively better than IDW. Based on the median value of NSE,
the prediction performance of WREPN is superior to that of IDW in all sites except Site
26. For reference, Site 26 is the second lowest elevation among the seven applied sites. At
the highest elevation, Site 43, the NSE results indicate that WREPN accurately reflects the
mountainous effect of rainfall in the Namgang Dam watershed, while IDW underestimates
rainfall by more than 20% at Sites 10, 43, and 44 with relatively high elevation. However,
WREPN significantly reduces the degree of underestimation at these sites. Additionally,
WREPN slightly overestimates rainfall at Site 43.
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Figure 10 shows the aggregated performance index of the LOOCV results for all storm
events and all sites. Based on the median, WRPEN recognized that the NSE is 0.8 or more
and can predict the rainfall in the mountainous area well. Additionally, PMD, which means
percent error of total rainfall, shows performance within 5%. Figure 10 shows that the
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model proposed in this study adequately reflects the mountain effect of rainfall in the
Namgang Dam watershed.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, an algorithm was proposed to investigate the relationship between
rainfall and elevation in the Namgang Dam watershed using high-resolution rainfall data
from three storm events simulated by WRF and to consider the influence of elevation
on hourly timescale rainfall. The simulation results of WRF confirmed an increase in
rainfall due to the elevation effect in the Namgang Dam watershed. The analysis of eight
representative pixel pairs in valleys and mountains suggests an increase in rainfall intensity
for higher mountains. Rainfall data from eight representative pixel pairs were used to
estimate the parameters of the proposed model. The proposed model shows parabolic
increments for relatively small rainfall intensities and linear increments for relatively large
rainfall intensities. It was confirmed that rainfall intensity in mountainous areas can be
more realistically simulated using the algorithm that reflects the elevation effect compared
with the result without elevation correction. This indicates that the proposed model
can better estimate the spatial distribution of rainfall in the Namgang Dam watershed.
Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm can be applied to the generation of real-time spatial
rainfall distribution for flood prediction and warning in the Namgang Dam watershed.
The results of leave-one-out cross-validation using seven storm events in the Namgang
Dam watershed and seven sites in the mountainous area show that the proposed model
can improve the prediction of rainfall intensity, especially in the mountainous area.

However, further studies are still needed to address some limitations of this study.
Firstly, the present study considered the influence of elevation depending on the magnitude
of rainfall intensity to minimize the computation time required for generating the real-
time spatial rainfall field for flood forecasting and warning in terms of hydrology and
disaster prevention. Since the actual relationship between rainfall and elevation is more
complex, detailed physical analysis need to be conducted, and various environmental
factors such as wind direction, thermal cycles, and mountain slope angle must be taken
into account. Secondly, because the parameters of the proposed model were estimated
based on rainfall data from only three storm events simulated by WRF, it is insufficient to
generalize the results of this study. For practical applications, more storm events will be
needed to accurately estimate model parameters. Finally, in the methodology proposed
in this study, if there is an error in the simulation results of WRF, the reliability of the
results will be significant affected. Although possible reliability was ensured through bias
correction using ground observation data, a follow-up study using radar rainfall data that
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can provide detailed spatial information needs to be conducted. Additionally, because the
focus of this study was on the amount of rainfall, additional physical analysis should be
conducted through multidisciplinary cooperation to secure scientific validity. Given the
characteristics of the Korea’s topography, which mostly consists of mountainous terrain,
the effect of mountains on rainfall is an important topic for further study.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w15091794/s1. Figure S1. Spatial distribution of the cumulative
rainfall depth (mm) of the 2020 event (a) ground observation data using kriging method, (b) NCEP
GDAS/FNL data, (c) GSMaP data of JAXA.
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